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Featured Application: The paper presents a method for the classification of sports disciplines
from images using fine-tuning of transfer learning for training a convolutional neural network
with hyper-parameter optimization based on differential evolution.
Abstract: With the exponential growth of the presence of sport in the media, the need for effective
classification of sports images has become crucial. The traditional approaches require carefully
hand-crafted features, which make them impractical for massive-scale data and less accurate
in distinguishing images that are very similar in appearance. As the deep learning methods
can automatically extract deep representation of training data and have achieved impressive
performance in image classification, our goal was to apply them to automatic classification of
very similar sports disciplines. For this purpose, we developed a CNN-TL-DE method for image
classification using the fine-tuning of transfer learning for training a convolutional neural network
model with the use of hyper-parameter optimization based on differential evolution. Through the
automatic optimization of neural network topology and essential training parameters, we significantly
improved the classification performance evaluated on a dataset composed from images of four
similar sports—American football, rugby, soccer, and field hockey. The analysis of interpretable
representation of the trained model additionally revealed interesting insights into how our model
perceives images which contributed to a greater confidence in the model prediction. The performed
experiments showed our proposed method to be a very competitive image classification method for
distinguishing very similar sports and sport situations.
Keywords: classification; CNN; transfer learning; optimization; machine learning

1. Introduction
A huge increase of the amount of non-textual information available in electronic form in
mass media requires dealing with it as a major source of content [1]. Digital archiving and
multimedia analysis are needed to improve the processing efficiency of this material. Specifically,
multimedia intelligent systems count on effective classification and indexing of multimedia (e.g.,
images and videos) in various domains, including sports. The presence of sports in the media has
grown exponentially over the last few decades [2], as the broadcasters produce enormous numbers of
sports content in cyberspace due to massive viewership and commercial benefits [3]. To deal with such
an amount of information, computational intelligence methods are increasingly used in sports [4].
Image classification, as one of the enabling techniques for effective manipulation over large-scale
images and videos, is challenging [5]. The intent of the classification process is to decide whether
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an image belongs to a certain category. Traditional algorithms for sports image classification
require carefully hand-crafted features, such as color, texture, object shape, and contour [6].
Notwithstanding the fact that this kind of use is very impractical due to the emergence of massive-scale
data, such algorithms have the most difficulty in distinguishing sports disciplines that are very similar
in appearance.
In recent years, we have witnessed an enormous advancement of deep learning (DL) methods
and techniques utilizing convolutional neural networks (CNNs). CNN-based algorithms, which can
automatically extract deep representation of training data, have achieved impressive performance
in image classification [6], providing results that achieved near-human performance or have even
outperformed humans [7]. Various research works have proved that the application of such methods
is very encouraging also for sports images classification [8,9].
However, in order for CNNs to be able to train a good predictive model with high predictive
performance, a large enough dataset with reliable ground truth is needed. While the human annotation
is impossible for large image datasets, for smaller datasets the manual process also may not be accurate
due to human mistakes and perception subjectivity [1]. In the last years, the lack of adequate datasets is
most commonly addressed with the utilization of transfer learning approaches [10]. Transfer learning
enables one to transfer the weights of a CNN model, previously trained for a specific task, to a new
model solving different, but related tasks. With the use of transfer learning, CNN-based classification
models of high predictive performance can be produced, even when a large annotated dataset is not
available. Furthermore, the training of such models generally requires less time, since the models are
already somewhat pre-trained.
To fit a CNN model into different problems, its hyper-parameters must be properly tuned [11]. One
of the major issues of using CNN for image classification is thus finding the right learning parameters
and network topology to achieve the best performance [12]. Namely, there is no general rule to follow
which would guarantee a good outcome, so it commonly depends on previous experience and trying
out different parameter settings. Selecting the best hyper-parameter configuration often requires deep
knowledge of machine learning (ML) algorithms and a lot of burdensome work. To automatize this
process, hyper-parameter optimization (HPO) techniques may be the right approach [11].
Based on our previous experience with image classification using CNNs with HPO [13,14], we set
our goals to develop an advanced CNN based image classification method tailored to the task of
identifying a sports discipline from a small image dataset of very similar sports, namely American
football, rugby, soccer, and field hockey. For this purpose, we adopted a pre-trained CNN architecture,
utilized a transfer learning approach to fine-tune the pre-trained CNN model to the task of sports
images classification, and optimized the training of hyper-parameters with the use of differential
evolution (DE).
In addition to pure quantitative evaluation of our proposed classification model, we also generated
various interpretive representations of the trained classification model in order to analyze how it
perceives the images of various sports disciplines and also to evaluate the model’s decisions from a
qualitative perspective.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
•
•
•
•

We prepared a new image dataset of four similar sports—American football, rugby,
soccer, and field hockey.
We developed a method for the classification of sports disciplines from images using the transfer
learning of CNN with HPO.
We compared our proposed method with a conventional CNN as well as with the CNN using the
transfer learning methodology with handpicked hyper-parameters for fine tuning.
We provide detailed results of the performed experiments alongside with the statistical analysis
and the analysis of interpretable representations of the trained image classification models.

The remaining of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the related work of classifying
sports images is presented briefly. The background and utilized methods are presented in Section 3.
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Section 4 explains our proposed image classification method. Section 5 describes the conducted
experiments and experimental settings. Section 6 presents the obtained results in detail. Section 7
concludes our work with some final thoughts and possible future work.
2. Related Work
The use of image classification methods and techniques in sports is not new. Previous works on
image and video classification for sports related content can be generally divided into traditional ML
algorithms and the more recently developed DL techniques [9]. While in the traditional ML approaches
one of the major challenges is to define and extract the appropriate features from images, in the case of
DL approaches, both the features and the classifier are automatically compiled in the learning process.
In [15], the authors proposed a method for classifying sports images, which is based on the
Bayesian framework and employs four important color features to exploit the properties of sports
images. For this purpose, color histogram, color coherence vector, edge direction histogram, and edge
direction coherence vector are extracted from images, on which a Bayesian classifier is trained to
automatically assign a class to a sports image.
Another well known traditional classification method was used by Capodiferro et al. [16],
who proposed a classification method based on the Support Vector Machine (SVM) and key frames
features extraction to classify sport video contents from the 1960 Olympic games. For the extracted
key frame images, feature vectors were computed in the Laguerre–Gauss transformed domain,
which represented the input of the SVM classifier. The SVM was also used for the classification
of sports images by Hatem et al. [17], who compared it with another traditional classification technique,
decision trees, showing the advantage of SVM.
To achieve better performance, in general, many low-level features are extracted from images to
discriminate different types of images. Beside requiring additional effort and posing a computational
overhead, the classification model may also tend to overfit, resulting in poor performance. To avoid
such problems in the domain of sports images, in [1], the authors proposed feature dimensionality
reduction techniques for the annotation of image datasets. They investigated different techniques,
such as Chi-square, information gain, gain ratio, and Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), and applied
them for sports images classification using a SVM classifier. A comparison between the performances
of applying SVM alone and when incorporating the different reduction methods showed a raise in
the accuracy.
An early attempt to move from traditional ML approaches to neural networks was made
by Breen et al. [18], who trained a shallow neural network following a domain-dependent ontology to
perform classification, resulting in a scalable system capable of examining images and classifying them
based on their visual content. After classifying the objects within an image into predefined classes,
the ontology is traversed in order to find a possible semantic relationship among those objects.
An extensive evaluation of CNNs on video classification is presented in [8], where the authors used
a dataset of one million YouTube sports videos to train a CNN. Their best produced spatiotemporal
networks display significant performance improvements compared to strong feature-based baselines.
The research included a transfer learning approach, where the authors studied the generalization
performance of their best model by retraining the top layers on the UCF-101 Action Recognition dataset
and observed significant performance improvements compared to the UCF-101 baseline model.
A recent interesting approach to shot classification of field sports videos is presented in [3],
where the authors proposed an effective shot classification method based on AlexNet CNN.
The method proposes a neural network consisting of five convolutional and three fully connected
layers to classify the shots into long, medium, close-up, and out-of-the-field shots. Through the
response normalization and the dropout layers on the feature maps, the overall training and validation
performance evaluated over a diverse dataset of cricket and soccer videos was boosted. A comparison
with SVM, Extreme Learning Machine, K-Nearest Neighbors, and standard CNN showed the method’s
classification improvement.
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3. Background and Methods
Neural networks have been used for many years as a very effective and successful method for
image classification and recognition [19]. As image classification from the ML algorithms point of view
is a demanding and complex task, researchers tried to improve the performance of traditional neural
networks by introducing more hidden levels with multi layer perceptrons [20] or creating ensembles
of neural networks [21]. Significant progress in this area has been achieved by the introduction of
CNNs [22], which have become the de facto standard for classifying images with the improvement
of computing power and the proliferation of large amounts of image data on which the advanced
CNN architectures can be trained. CNNs achieved excellent results in a wide variety of domains [23]:
medicine [14,24,25], biology [26], information security [27], agriculture [28], etc.
Compared to traditional neural networks, CNNs have sparse interactions between the input and
output units, which are achieved by using kernels smaller than the input. Such kernels allow us to
recognize small, semantically expressive features, occupying a small number of pixels. Together with
the parameter sharing mechanism, the use of such kernels achieves greater training efficiency of the
neural network, which results in better predictive performance, consumes less time, and requires lower
memory consumption. The equivariance of convolutional layers enables memorizing the position of a
certain feature in the input images, which can be easily recognized even when their position change.
To make the best use of the mentioned advantages of CNNs, we need a sufficiently large dataset of
tagged images from the selected specific area to train CNNs. As a suitable image collection of this kind
for a selected specific task is often not available, but huge amounts of tagged images from many general
areas are available, transfer learning methods with fine-tuning have been developed. They allow us
to build a pre-trained model over the multitude of tagged images that are available, and then adapt
and retrain the pre-trained model to the selected specific case. Namely, the pre-trained model can be
successfully trained over a significantly smaller set of annotated specific images when utilizing the
transfer learning approach.
3.1. Transfer Learning
Transfer learning can be defined as a technique that enables the improvement of learning a specific
task by applying pre-learned knowledge from a similar other task. When using neural networks,
training usually begins on a neural network model in which weights are randomly initialized. In the
learning phase, we want to adjust the weights in the model so that the model will map the given
input data to the known outputs as accurate as possible. Because the initial, randomly initialized
weight values are generally far from optimal, we need a lot of time and a large number of training
instances to successfully train the model. Using transfer learning, training of the selected specific task
starts on a pre-trained model, where the weight values are not random, but are already adapted to the
previous learning situation. Therefore, if we use an appropriate pre-learned model, we can generally
consume much less time to adapt such a model to the selected specific task and often achieve even
better predictive performance even on a smaller training set.
The idea of transferring the learned knowledge is not new [29] and appears in the literature under
various names—as inductive transfer [30], incremental or cumulative learning [31], and multitask
learning [32], which is the most closely related to modern transfer learning techniques. One of the
most common ways to use transfer learning when training CNNs is fine-tuning. In fine-tuning,
we transfer weight values from the convolutional base of the pre-trained CNN model, since the bottom
convolutional layers of the neural network are intended for the extraction of general, more abstract
features. In classifying images and recognizing objects on them, these general features are usually quite
similar regardless of the domain from which the images come. Specific domain features, on the other
hand, are extracted mainly in the top layers of the CNN. By utilizing fine-tuning, we primarily want to
adjust these specific top layers of the neural network, while leaving the rest more or less unchanged.
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The success of implementing the transfer learning with fine-tuning depends largely on the
appropriate setting of training parameters. The use of an approach that ensures the appropriate setting
of hyper-parameters is thus crucial to achieve a high learning ability of the CNN model.
3.2. Hyper-Parameter Optimization in Machine Learning
HPO is the process of finding optimal values of hyper-parameters. It is used for various
purposes, where optimal values of parameters are not known in advance or they cannot be simply
determined analytically. In ML, we want to use HPO to determine the values of hyper-parameters,
which significantly contribute to improving the efficiency of the learning process, and especially
to the predictive performance of the trained predictive model. Thus, the set of possible values of
hyper-parameters represents the search space, within which, using the search algorithm or optimization
method, we are looking for such a combination of value settings (hyper-parameter configuration),
which will enable the selected ML algorithm to build the best possible prediction model according
to the given evaluation function [11]. The search for optimal values is usually iterative, where the
setting of hyper-parameter values is being constantly improved throughout iterations. The values can
be continuous, discrete, binary, or categorical and have different constraints, so their optimization is
often a complex constrained optimization problem [33].
In supervised ML, such as classification, the goal is to build an optimal predictive model that
minimizes the difference between actual ground-truth and predicted values [11]. If the mapping
between input values and outputs in the predictive model is denoted as a model function f from a set
of possible models F, the optimal predictive model can be obtained by [34]:
1
f ∗ = arg min L( f ( xi ), yi ),
f ∈F n

(1)

where n is the number of training instances, xi is the feature vector of the ith instance, yi is the
corresponding actual output, and L is the cost function value of each sample.
In DL, there are two main types of hyper-parameters that could be optimized. While the
model design hyper-parameters are used to improve the resulting NN architecture, the optimizer
hyper-parameters are mainly used to fine-tune the learning process on the selected NN architecture.
To achieve the best possible result, hyper-parameters from both two sets can be used simultaneously.
There are different approaches to solve HPO tasks in ML, the most common being various grid
and random search approaches [35,36]. However, various metaheuristic algorithms have shown some
very good results when optimizing hyper-parameters in deep neural networks recently [14,37,38].
3.3. Differential Evolution
Differential Evolution (DE) is one of the most popular population-based meta-heuristic algorithms,
introduced by Storn and Price in 1997 [39], and is considered as one of the most appropriate algorithms
for continuous optimization. Besides the general popularity of DE algorithm for solving optimization
tasks, it was also successfully applied to various ML problems such as HPO problem [40], problem of
designing neural network architecture [41] or feature selection problem [42].
The DE algorithm is composed of Np real-coded vectors and three operators: mutation, crossover,
and selection. The Np real-coded vectors are representing the candidate solutions (individuals) which
can be formally defined as presented in Equation (2), where each element of the solution is in
(t)

( L)

(U )

the interval xi,1 ∈ [ xi , xi
variable, respectively.

( L)

], while xi
(t)

xi

(t)

(U )

and xi

denote the lower and upper bounds of the ith

(t)

(2)

= ( xi,1 , . . . , xi,n ), for i = 1, . . . , Np,
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DE’s basic strategy consists of mutation, crossover, and selection operations. The mutation
operation can be formally expressed as follows:
(t)

ui

(t)

(t)

(t)

= xr1 + F · (xr2 − xr3 ), for i = 1, . . . , Np,

(3)

where F represents the scaling factor as a positive real number that scales the rate of modification
while r1 , r2 , and r3 are randomly selected values in the interval 1 . . . Np.
To increase the diversity of the parameter vectors, the crossover operator is introduced as
presented in Equation (4), where CR ∈ [0.0, 1.0] controls the fraction of parameters that are copied to
the trial solution.

u(t) rand (0, 1) ≤ CR ∨ j = j ,
j
rand
( t +1)
i,j
wi,j
=
(4)
 x (t) otherwise,
i,j

Finally, the selection operator is utilized to decide whether or not the produced vector should
become a member of generation utilizing the greedy criterion. The selection could be formally
expressed as follows:
( (t)
(t)
(t)
wi
if f (wi ) ≤ f (xi ),
( t +1)
(5)
xi
=
(t)
xi
otherwise .
(t)

where f (xi ) denotes the fitness function defined for solving specific optimization problem. The DE
algorithm works in an iterative manner, where each produced solution is evaluated using the given
fitness function. Based on the selection operator, presented in Equation (5), the DE algorithm’s search
mechanism seeks for solutions of ever better fitness scores. Naturally, the DE algorithm is optimized for
solving the minimization optimization problems and therefore the fitness function should be tailored
to give the lower score to the preferred solutions.
In order for a DE algorithm to yield good performance, the DE parameters, namely N p, F, and CR,
need to be set appropriately. The N p parameter, as presented, denotes the population size of real-coded
vectors (individuals) on top of which the mutation, crossover, and selection operators are applied.
If the population size is too small, it may lead to premature convergence and stagnation, while a
too big population slows down the search by wasting time on too many unpromising moves [43].
The F parameter denotes the differential weight that determines how far from point xi the offspring
should be generated [44]. The CR parameter is called crossover probability and controls how many
parameters in expectation are changed in a population member [45].
3.4. Interpretable Representation
When using a classification in a specific domain, it is often not enough to obtain only the
information in which final class instances belong (e.g., just to find out which sport is shown in
the picture), but also to find out why a specific instance was classified in this class (e.g., which are
the indicators that strongly indicate a specific sport). Understanding the built model also contributes
to greater confidence in the model prediction. To detect possible errors, observe model behavior,
and identify what significantly influenced the decision, various interpretive methods have been
developed [46]. In our research, we used two of the most widely used interpretation methods,
which allow the interpretation of models built above images: the Local Interpretable Model-Agnostic
Explanations (LIME) and the SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP).
In its interpretation, LIME focuses on each instance separately (this is also called a local
explanation). The results of the interpretation for the individual instance are obtained by sampling
its neighboring inputs and building a sparse linear model based on the predictions of these inputs.
The features, included in this model, for which a high value of the coefficients was calculated are in
this case considered more important for decision making [47]. The main goal of the LIME method is
to provide interpretive representations for black-box classifiers. When classifying images, the LIME
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provides one or more pixel regions, indicating parts of an image that contain features, because of
which the image can be classified to one of the possible classes. For its operation, LIME needs an
implemented classifier function that returns classification probabilities for a list of possible classes.
When we describe the above-mentioned process of generating an interpretation with Equation (6),
x represents an individual instance for which we obtain interpretation, while g is a model from a set of
potential interpretative models G:
arg min L( f , g, π x ) + Ω( g).
g∈ G

(6)

The model to be explained is denoted with f while π x represents the probability distribution
around x. Ω( g) denotes how complex it is to interpret the model g, which we want to minimize in
order for an interpretive model to be as comprehensible as possible. L( f , g, π x ) denotes how similar
the values of a linear model g are to the values of the built model f at the location defined by π x .
For good interpretation of a classifier, we want to keep this value to a minimum [46].
The segmentation of an individual image with LIME is automated and is performed by combining
similar neighboring pixels into so-called super-pixels. One super-pixel illustrates one area that
represents an individual interpretive feature. Into how many of these areas the image will be divided
is determined using an image segmentation algorithm such as Quick-Shift algorithm [48].
SHAP represents a game theory-based approach designed to explain the output of any machine
learning model. Lundberg and Lee defined it as an optimal evaluation of the influence of individual
features in association with local explanations using classical Shapley values from game theory and
related extensions [49]. It implements six classes: TreeExplainer, GradientExplainer, DeepExplainer,
KernelExplainer, SamplingExplainer, and PartitionExplainer. Each class is adapted to operate on a
specific type of built model. TreeExplainer is intended to explain the outputs of a simple tree and
tree-ensemble models, GradientExplainer explains a model using expected gradients, DeepExplainer
is used to compute SHAP values in DL models, SamplingExplainer computes SHAP values under
the assumption of feature independence, and PartitionExplainer allows creating common dependent
variables that are available for reuse. It allows the interpretation of each instance of any classifier,
as well as the interpretation of the learned model in a comprehensive form [50].
If we focus in more detail on the operation of the SAHP method, we can say that it explains
the prediction of a specific instance by computing the contribution of each feature to the prediction.
Features’ values can be thought of as parts of a whole. This part can be an individual feature value
or a group of feature values. Calculated Shapley values tell us how to fairly distribute the prediction
among the features. When interpreting image classification, pixels can be grouped into super-pixels
and then the prediction distributed among them. SHAP explanation is obtained by the formula
0

g(z ) = φ0 +

M

0

∑ φn zn

(7)

n =1

where g presents the model we want to explain, z0 ∈ {0, 1} M is a simplified feature or group of features
(coalition), M is the maximum coalition size, and φn is the Shapley value feature attribution for a
feature n [51].
4. Image Classification with CNN Using Optimized Transfer Learning
To solve the problem of classifying similar sports images into proper disciplines, we developed
the adaptive CNN training method, which is based on an adopted CNN architecture, trained using
the transfer learning approach where the hyper-parameters for fine tuning are optimized with the
use of DE—we named the method CNN-TL-DE. The pseudo-code of the whole method is presented
in Algorithm 1. The method accepts as input a training dataset, a pre-trained CNN model, and the
number of hyper-parameters to be optimized. The control parameters for both the DE (Np, CR, F,
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and number of model evaluations) and CNN training (number of epochs for each individual within
the DE, number of epochs for the final model, early stopping criteria, and batch size) also need to be
defined. The output of the method is the trained CNN model for the classification of sports images.
Algorithm 1 CNN-TL-DE algorithm.
Input: training dataset D, pre-trained CNN model, number of hyper-parameters to be optimized n
Output: trained CNN model
1:
2:
3:
4:

split training dataset D in ratio 80% (trainD) to 20% (validationD)
(0) (0)
(0)
initialize DE (generate initial population P(0) = { x1 , x2 , ..., x N p })
t=0
(t)
for each individual xi in the population P(t) do

5:
6:
7:
8:

train CNN model using the parameters from xi on trainD
evaluate each trained CNN model on validationD and use it as fitness score
end for
repeat

9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

(t)

(t)

for each individual xi

in the population P(t) do

generate three random integers r1 , r2 , r3 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Np } \ i, with r1 6= r2 6= r3
generate a random integer jrand ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}
end for
for each parameter j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} do

14:
15:

pick a uniformly distributed random number r j ∼ U (0, 1)
if r j < CR or j = jrand then

16:
17:

ui
else

18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:

( t +1)

(t)
1 ,j

= ur

( t +1)

(t)

(t)

+ F × (ur2 ,j − ur3 ,j )

(t)

ui
= xi,j
end if
end for
( t +1)
train CNN model using the parameters from ui
on trainD
evaluate the trained CNN model on validationD and use it as fitness score
( t +1)
(t)
if ui
is better than xi then
(t)

( t +1)

replace xi with ui
in the population P(t+1)
end if
t = t+1
until the termination condition (predefined number of model evaluations) is achieved
pick the individual x from the population P that has the best fitness
train the final CNN model using the hyper-parameters from x on the whole training dataset D

The architecture of our CNN model is presented in Figure 1 and is based on a well known
and often used CNN model VGG19 by Simonyan et. al. [52]. While we kept the convolutional
layers, represented by the blocks from Block1 to Block5, as defined in VGG19, the classification part of
the adopted VGG19 model, consisting of six layers, was tailored to our specific task of identifying
sports disciplines from image. On top of Block5, we appended the spatial two-dimensional dropout
layer denoted in the figure as SDO_2D, two-dimensional global average pooling layer denoted
as GAP_2D, batch normalization layer denoted as BN, fully-connected layer denoted as FC_1,
dropout layer, and finally fully-connected output layer with a sigmoid activation function denoted
as FC_2 + Sigmoid. The introduction of two dropout layers was needed to reduce the over-fitting
problem, which commonly occurs when fine-tuning a large CNN architecture such as VGG19 against
rather small dataset as in our case.
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Figure 1. The architecture of the adapted VGG19 convolutional neural network model.

For training our adapted VGG19 CNN model, we applied the transfer learning approach with
fine-tuning. In this manner, all the convolutional layers were first pre-trained on the ImageNet
dataset [53]. Then, the model was fine-tuned on our sports images dataset. During fine-tuning,
the convolutional blocks from Block1 to Block4 remained disabled (their weights remained unchanged),
while the convolutional Block5 and all the classification layers were fully trained.
The five hyper-parameters optimized with the use of the DE are:
•
•
•
•
•

the dropout probability value of the spatial two-dimensional dropout layer SDO_2D;
the number of neurons in the last fully connected dense layer FC_2 + Sigmoid;
the dropout probability value of the second dropout layer;
the optimizer type; and
the learning rate.

Hyper-Parameter Optimization of Transfer Learning with Differential Evolution
Formally, the individuals of CNN-TL-DE produced solutions can be presented as vectors:
(t)

xi

(t)

(t)

= ( xi,0 , . . . , xi,n ), for i = 0, . . . , Np − 1,

(8)

(t)

where each element of the solution is a real value in the interval xi,1 ∈ [0, 1]. In order for these
vectors to represent possible solutions (hyper-parameter configurations), they need to be mapped
to proper hyper-parameter values in accordance with Equations (9)–(13), where y1 denotes dropout
probability of a spatial two-dimensional dropout layer, y2 denotes the number of neurons in last fully
connected layer, y3 denotes the dropout probability of a dropout layer, y4 denotes optimizer function,
and y5 denotes the learning rate value. Each y1 and y3 value is mapped to the particular member of
the population D = {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9} according to the members position in the
population, which in the case of y1 represents a group of available dropout probability values for
spatial two-dimensional dropout layer and in the case of y3 represents a group of available dropout
values for regular dropout layer. Similarly, y2 is used to define the number of neurons in the last
fully connected layer from the population N = {64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048}, y4 defines the optimizer
type from O = { adam, rmsprop, sgd}, while y5 defines the learning rate from a set of possible values
L = {5 × 10−3 , 1 × 10−3 , 5 × 10−4 , 1 × 10−4 , 5 × 10−5 , 1 × 10−5 , 5 × 10−6 , 1 × 10−6 }.
(
y1 =

9
(

y2 =

otherwise,

b x [i ] × 6 + 1c; y2 ∈ [1, 6] x [i ] < 1
6

(
y3 =

b x [i ] × 9 + 1c; y1 ∈ [1, 9] x [i ] < 1

otherwise,

b x [i ] × 9 + 1c; y1 ∈ [1, 9] x [i ] < 1
9

otherwise,

(9)

(10)

(11)
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(
y4 =

3
(

y5 =

b x [i ] × 3 + 1c; y4 ∈ [1, 3] x [i ] < 1
otherwise,

b x [i ] × 8 + 1c; y5 ∈ [1, 8] x [i ] < 1
8

otherwise,

(12)

(13)

For calculating the appropriateness of a single solution (hyper-parameter configuration),
the fitness value is calculated as:
f (hpcon f ) = 1 − acc(hpcon f )

(14)

where hpcon f represents a hyper-parameter configuration with which the model has been trained and
acc represents the accuracy of the trained model on the validation part of the training set. The calculated
fitness value for each individual is used by the DE to produce new solutions in an iterative manner.
5. Experiments
For the purpose of objectively evaluating the proposed method’s predictive performance,
we conducted three experiments using the 10-fold cross-validation methodology:
•
•
•

CNN, where the conventional approach for training the adapted VGG19 CNN model was used;
CNN-TL, where the transfer learning methodology was used with handpicked hyper-parameters
for fine tuning; and
CNN-TL-DE, where our proposed method which utilizes the DE for the optimization of
hyper-parameters for fine tuning of the transfer learning was exploited.

5.1. Dataset
We evaluated the proposed CNN-TL-DE method on the problem of classifying images to one of
four sports—American football, rugby, soccer, and field hockey. For this purpose, we composed a new
image dataset, containing different images representing one of the four sports disciplines. The images
were first automatically collected from various web repositories, and then manually checked and
annotated. By manually double-checking all the images, we confirmed that they were correctly
distributed into four classes. The images were not manipulated in any way, but the images containing
only logos, drawings, or similar, which did not correspond to real world pictures, were removed.
In this manner, a collection of 1359 images was compiled. The distribution of images into four classes
is presented in Table 1.
In the data pre-processing phase, we scaled down images to 224 × 224 px, which is the input
size of the utilized VGG19 CNN model. Various studies have shown [13,54] that such scaling when
utilizing VGG19 architectures results in great classification performance. Figure 2 presents samples
of individual target classes, where we can see how the four sports disciplines are very similar in
appearance and therefore difficult for an automatic classifier.
Table 1. The basic information about sports image dataset.
Sports Discipline

Number of Images

American football
field hockey
rugby
soccer

342 (25.17%)
363 (26.71%)
321 (23.62%)
333 (24.50%)
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Figure 2. Sample images from the dataset. We can see that the four sports disciplines are indeed very
similar in appearance.

5.2. CNN-TL-DE Settings
To objectively compare the methods, we adopted the 10-fold cross-validation methodology.
The CNN-TL-DE is an iterative method, which produces new solutions (within the DE loop) based on
the evaluation of the previous ones. In this manner, a proper evaluation function that calculates the
fitness of each solution is of great importance. However, in ML, the evaluation should not be based
solely on training results in order to avoid overfitting. For this purpose, in contrast to the CNN and
CNN-TL methods, which use the whole training set for training the CNN model, for the CNN-TL-DE
method, the training set was additionally divided into the 80:20 ratio, where the larger subset (true
training set) was used for training the solutions, while the smaller subset (validation set) was used for
evaluating the solutions produced with the use of DE. In this manner, the whole HPO process was
performed properly on the training dataset alone without any data leakage from the test set.
For each fold, the CNN-TL-DE produced and evaluated 50 solutions—hyper-parameter
configurations—by first training the adapted VGG19 model using their values and then testing
it against the validation subset of the initial training set. The best performing solution (having the best
fitness) was then finally evaluated on the test set. The iterative nature of the CNN-TL-DE method is
computationally demanding, therefore we applied the early stopping criteria, where the training of
the models without improvement in five consecutive epochs was interrupted.
5.3. Experimental Settings
Table 2 presents the used parameter settings for the conducted experiments. The values of all the
parameters were picked based on previous experience utilizing CNNs for various image recognition
tasks [13,14,24,25], which showed very good classification performances. Every method was provided
with 100 epochs, except the CNN-TL-DE method which could use up to a total of 5100 epochs in the
worst case (100 epochs for each of the 50 model evaluations within the DE plus 100 epochs for training
the final CNN model). The batch size was set equally to 32 for all compared methods. The CNN
and CNN-TL experiments were trained using RMSprop optimizer with learning rate set to 1 × 10−5 ,
while the learning rate and the optimizer type for the CNN-TL-DE method were set (optimized) by the
method itself using DE. The dropout probability for spatial two-dimensional dropout layer, the number
of neurons in last fully-connected layer, and dropout probability for regular dropout layer were set
to 0.5, 1024, and 0.5, respectively, for both CNN and CNN-TL experiments. For the CNN-TL-DE,
the method configured those parameters automatically.
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Table 2. Parameter settings for the performed experiments.
Parameter

CNN

CNN-TL

CNN-TL-DE

max number of epochs
batch size
learning rate
optimizer type
SpatialDropout2D probability
number of neurons in last FC
dropout probability

100
32
1 ×10−5
RMSprop
0.5
1024
0.5

100
32
1 × 10−5
RMSprop
0.5
1024
0.5

5100
32
-

For the DE, the parameters values were set as presented in Table 3. The parameters were set
based on our previous experience with DE and general recommendations [55]. Our main goal when
setting the DE parameters was to find a reasonable solution in the shortest time. Thus, we chose the
recommended minimum population size as two times the dimensionality of the problem, high CR
for speedier (but risky) convergence, the lowest number of function evaluations as Np times five (the
minimum number of epochs for early stopping criteria), and the recommended default value of scale
factor F.
Table 3. Used parameter values for the DE optimization method.
Parameter

Value

Dimension of the problem
Population size Np
Scale factor F
Crossover rate CR
Number of function evaluations

5
10
0.5
0.9
50

6. Results
6.1. Classification Performance
To evaluate sports images classification results objectively, we compared the proposed
CNN-TL-DE method with the CNN method for training the CNN model in an conventional manner
and CNN-TL method that performs transfer learning upon the same CNN architecture. For the
conventional CNN method, we used the VGG19 [52] CNN architecture and trained the models from
scratch. For both the CNN-TL and CNN-TL-DE methods, we applied the transfer learning approach
on the same VGG19 CNN architecture, but pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset [53]; however, in the
CNN-TL-DE method, the hyper-parameters were automatically optimized using the described DE
approach. In this way, the classification performance results depend only on different training methods
used. The results were obtained through the conducted experiments on the sports images dataset
using the 10-fold cross-validation.
The obtained classification performance results are summarized in Table 4. Our proposed
CNN-TL-DE method achieved the best scores by a significant margin in six performance metrics
(accuracy, AUNP, precision, recall, F-1 score, and Cohen’s kappa), while lagging behind in terms
of consumed time and number of epochs. From the compared two methods, the CNN-TL method
performed much better than the conventional CNN in all aspects but the number of consumed epochs,
where the difference was not very dramatic.
Figure 3a presents test accuracy results obtained by the three compared methods for all 10 folds
on the sports images dataset. From 10 folds, the CNN-TL-DE method was the most accurate in eight
cases and the CNN-TL in three cases (there was one tied win between CNN-TL and CNN-TL-DE),
while the CNN method lag quite distinctively behind. The great advantage of the CNN-TL-DE method
with regard to accuracy can be well seen on a violin plot of the comparison of the three methods
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(Figure 3b). As the standard deviation of the CNN-TL-DE method is also the lowest, we can conclude
that it is a very accurate and robust method when compared to the other two methods.
Table 4. Comparison of average accuracy, AUNP, precision, recall, F-1 score, kappa coefficient,
consumed training time (in seconds), and consumed epochs over 10-folds on test data.
Metric

CNN

CNN-TL

CNN-TL-DE

CNN

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

accuracy 48.63 ± 6.07
75.72 ± 6.07
81.31 ± 3.51
AUNP
65.73 ± 4.05
83.81 ± 4.11
87.56 ± 2.30
precision 51.00 ± 5.67
77.81 ± 3.49
83.13 ± 3.33
recall
48.79 ± 6.13
75.51 ± 6.37
81.30 ± 3.41
F-1
49.75 ± 5.49
76.59 ± 4.90
82.20 ± 3.31
kappa
31.51 ± 8.11
67.57 ± 8.19
75.08 ± 4.64
time
319.47 ± 80.16 102.62 ± 35.04 3430.43 ± 315.78
epochs
18.5 ± 5.43
24.5 ± 8.86
790.3 ± 85.49

0.8

0.8

0.7

0.7

0.6

0.6

0.5
0.4

CNN-TL

CNN-TL-DE
= 5.59%

= 32.68%
= 27.08%

0.5

CNN
CNN-TL
CNN-TL-DE

0.4
(b) Comparison of accuracy.

(a) Accuracy results on all 10 folds.

Figure 3. Comparison of accuracy results for the compared methods over 10 folds.

Similarly, Figure 4a shows a comparison of test AUC (Area under the ROC Curve) results. As we
are dealing with multi-class classification problem, we utilized the AUC metric for multi-classification
problems, namely AUNP. The AUNP metric is calculated as AUC of each class against the rest,
using the a priori class distribution. It was introduced in 2001 by Fawcett [56] and computes the
AUC treating a c-dimensional classifier as c two-dimensional classifiers, taking into account the prior
probability of each class (p( j)). Formally, the AUNP can be expressed as follows:
c

AUNP =

∑ p( j) AUC( j, rest j ),

(15)

j =1

where rest j represents all classes different from class j.
The AUNP results were very similar to accuracy, with the CNN-TL-DE method dominating in
eight out of 10 folds, while in the remaining two folds it was not far behind the CNN-TL method.
The violin plot of the AUNP results is presented on Figure 4b.
Figure 5 shows a comparison of Cohen’s Kappa coefficient values for all of the compared methods.
Essentially the Cohen’s Kappa metric compares an observed accuracy with an expected accuracy
(random chance), which is generally less misleading than the accuracy metric itself, due to the Cohen’s
Kappa taking into the account the random chance. By the Fleiss’s characterization [57], the Kappa
coefficient values are translated into poor agreement when the value is <0.40, fair to good agreement
when the the value is 0.40–0.75, and excellent agreement when the value is >0.75. Following the
mentioned characterization of Cohen’s Kappa coefficient values, our proposed CNN-TL-DE method
achieves excellent agreement in seven out of 10 folds, which results in an excellent agreement with an
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CNN

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

average of 0.7508. The CNN-TL method achieves on average fair to good agreement, while the CNN
method achieves on average a poor agreement (see Table 4).
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(a) AUNP results on all 10 folds.

(b) Comparison of AUNP.
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Figure 4. Comparison of AUNP results for the compared methods over 10 folds.
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0.7

0.7

0.6

0.6

0.5

0.5

0.4
0.3
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CNN-TL-DE
= 7.51%
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= 36.06%
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CNN
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(a) Cohen’s kappa results on all 10 folds.

0.3
0.2
(b) Comparison of Cohen’s kappa.

Figure 5. Comparison of Cohen’s kappa results for the compared methods over 10 folds.

6.1.1. Statistical Comparison
To evaluate the statistical significance of the obtained results, we first applied the Friedman test as
proposed by Demšar [58] by calculating the Friedman asymptotic significance and p-values for eight
measures (Table 5). The results show statistically significant differences between the methods for all
eight metrics. To statistically compare the CNN-TL-DE method with the two baseline methods CNN
and CNN-TL, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was applied. If the Wilcoxon test resulted in statistically
significant difference between the two methods, the method with the better average rank can be
regarded as the better method. Our proposed CNN-TL-DE method significantly outperforms the
other two methods in all six classification performance metrics (acc, AUNP, precision, recall, F-1 score,
and Cohen’s kappa). On the other hand, the CNN-TL-DE method lags significantly behind with regard
to computational complexity (consumed training time and number of epochs).
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Table 5. Statistical comparison of the three compared methods (all results are statistically significant).
Friedman Test

Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test

Metric

All Three

CNN-TL-DE vs. CNN

CNN-TL-DE vs. CNN-TL

accuracy
AUNP
precision
recall
F-1
kappa
time
epochs

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005

0.033
0.022
0.022
0.022
0.022
0.022
0.005
0.005

6.1.2. Using Alternative Optimization Techniques
Beside DE, there are other optimization techniques that are commonly used for HPO tasks,
with Genetic Algorithms (GA) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) being two of the most known ones.
To compare the results of our proposed CNN-TL-DE method, we performed two additional experiments:
•
•

CNN-TL-GA, where GA was used instead of DE for the optimization of hyper-parameters for fine
tuning of the transfer learning; and
CNN-TL-PSO, where PSO was used instead of DE for the same purpose.

In the two cases of using GA and PSO for performing HPO, the whole training process was
completely the same as explained in the case of using DE, only the optimization technique was
different. The parameters were set in the same manner as for the DE. For GA, the dimension of the
problem D = 5, population size N p = 10, mutation rate MR = 0.25, and crossover rate CR = 0.25. For
PSO, the dimension of the problem D = 5, population size N p = 10, cognitive component C1 = 2.0,
social component C2 = 2.0, inertial weight w = 0.7, minimal velocity vMin = −1.5, and maximal velocity
vMax = 1.5. For all optimization techniques, the number of function evaluations was limited to 50.
The obtained classification performance results are summarized in Table 6. The CNN-TL-GA
and CNN-TL-PSO performed very similarly in all the presented metrics, and generally not as good as
the CNN-TL-DE. The only two exceptions are a bit shorter training time and slightly lower number
of consumed epochs in the case of CNN-TL-GA. On the other hand, both alternative optimization
techniques performed better than the two baseline methods CNN and CNN-TL, which speaks in favor
of using a proper HPO method in general.
Table 6. Comparison of classification performance results with alternative optimization techniques.
Metric

CNN-TL-GA

CNN-TL-PSO

CNN-TL-DE

accuracy
79.03 ± 6.18
78.07 ± 5.89
81.31 ± 3.51
AUNP
85.98 ± 4.17
85.41 ± 3.89
87.56 ± 2.30
precision
82.06 ± 3.49
81.30 ± 5.89
83.13 ± 3.33
recall
78.74 ± 6.49
78.11 ± 5.78
81.30 ± 3.41
F-1
80.32 ± 4.98
79.62 ± 4.19
82.20 ± 3.31
kappa
71.97 ± 8.31
70.77 ± 7.81
75.08 ± 4.64
time
3311.46 ± 271.46 3667.14 ± 272.13 3430.43 ± 315.78
epochs
744.7 ± 66.09
859.5 ± 79.45
790.3 ± 85.49

6.1.3. Using Different CNN Architectures
To even more exhaustively evaluate the performance of CNN-TL-DE algorithm, we evaluated
the performance against two additional commonly used CNN architectures: Inception-V3 [59] and
DenseNet-121 [60].
The Inception-V3 CNN architecture was first introduced by Szegedy et al. in 2015 [61], where the
authors presented GoogleNet architecture, which would serve as an alternative to VGGNet with
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the ability to perform well under strict constraints on memory and computational budget [59].
The Inception-V3 architecture presented in [59] is an upgrade to the original one, where the authors
introduced some general principles and optimization ideas such as factorizing convolutions with large
filter sizes and utilization of auxiliary classifiers that proved to be useful for scaling up convolution
networks in efficient ways. For the purpose of evaluation of our CNN-TL-DE algorithm, we adapted
the Inception-V3 architecture in a manner where all but the last inception module layers are frozen,
while the inception module layers are enabled for fine-tuning.
The DenseNet-121 architecture was presented in 2017 by Huang et al. [60]. The architecture
features a simple connectivity pattern which enables the maximum information flow between the
layers. To achieve this, the authors connected all layers with matching feature-map sizes directly with
each other. In addition, each layer also obtains inputs from all preceding layers and passes on its
own feature-maps to all subsequent layers, which enables to preserve the feed-forward nature [60].
We adapted the DenseNet-121 architecture in a way that the layers constructing a fourth (last) dense
block are enabled for fine-tuning, while other layers are frozen.
The obtained classification performance results on three different CNN architectures are
summarized in Table 7. The results obtained on Inception-V3 lag somewhat behind, while the results
on the other two are very similar, within the range of 1%, with the exception of consumed training
time. While the predictive performance results on DenseNet-121 are a bit higher, they exhibit much
higher variance. On the other hand, both Inception-V3 and especially DenseNet-121 consumed much
more time for training than the VGG19 architecture.
Table 7. Comparison of classification performance of CNN-TL-DE on different CNN architectures.
Metric

Inception-V3

DenseNet-121

VGG19

accuracy
76.82 ± 5.77
82.49 ± 5.26
81.31 ± 3.51
AUNP
84.69 ± 3.77
88.33 ± 3.53
87.56 ± 2.30
precision
80.38 ± 3.59
82.49 ± 5.26
83.13 ± 3.33
recall
77.30 ± 5.60
82.29 ± 5.38
81.30 ± 3.41
F-1
78.81 ± 4.59
82.39 ± 5.32
82.20 ± 3.31
kappa
69.20 ± 7.61
76.62 ± 7.04
75.08 ± 4.64
time
4579.74 ± 341.49 5408.79 ± 77.73 3430.43 ± 315.78
epochs
720.6 ± 104.21
678.6 ± 51.90
790.3 ± 85.49

6.2. The Analysis of Confusion Matrices
Besides comparing the general classification performance, we wanted to see how the methods
classify images of specific sports and what are the most common misclassifications of one sport for
another. For this purpose, we prepared a confusion matrix of test data classification from all ten folds
for each of the methods (Figure 6).
The proposed CNN-TL-DE method achieved the best results in the vast majority of situations.
When compared to the CNN method, there is only one situation (out of 16 possible) where it lags
slightly behind—namely, it misclassified a few more American football images as soccer (26 vs.
17 mistakes). In all other situations the CNN-TL-DE performed much better. When compared to
CNN-TL, there are four situations (out of 16) where CNN-TL-DE performed slightly worse—when
misclassifying American football images as field hockey (15 vs. 13 mistakes), field hockey images as
rugby (20 vs. 16 mistakes), and soccer images as rugby (19 vs. 11 mistakes), and also when classifying
soccer images correctly (275 vs. 279 cases).
It is interesting to see that all three methods made the most mistakes when misclassifying
American football as rugby or vice versa. Mistakenly identifying one instead of the other is quite
natural because of their similar game concepts, formations and postures of athletes, shape of the
ball, etc. On the other hand, field hockey can be considered as the most different of the four sports,
with hockey sticks, smaller ball, etc. While this proved to be the case with the CNN-TL-DE method,
the other two methods (especially the CNN) made more misclassifications of field hockey images—the
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CNN-TL primarily confused them with soccer, and the CNN confused them with soccer and American
football (see Figure 6).
Overall, the CNN-TL-DE method turned out to be the most balanced, with very similar results
on all four sports and all possible misclassifications. The CNN-TL classified rugby noticeably worse
than other sports, while the CNN over-predicted American football and performed much worse on
the other three sports. Thus, the CNN-TL-DE performed the most up to one’s expectations.

(a) CM of the CNN method.

(b) CM of the CNN-TL method.

(c) CM of the CNN-TL-DE method.
Figure 6. Comparison of confusion matrices of the three methods on test data (AF, American football;
FH, field hockey; R, rugby; S, soccer).

6.3. The Analysis of the Obtained Hyper-Parameters
As the key aspect of the proposed method is to find the optimal values of hyper-parameters using
the DE approach, we wanted to see what were the actual final values as obtained by the CNN-TL-DE
method. All the obtained values for all ten folds are presented in Table 8. The optimal values differ
from one fold to another. Unfortunately, this does not allow one to find and fix one general set of
optimal hyper-parameters and then just use them for training. From the results, we can see that the
most often used optimizer type is adam and the most optimal learning rate is between 0.00005 and
0.0001. The dropout probability of the spatial two-dimensional dropout layer should be lower (0.1–0.4)
than that of the regular dropout layer (typically 0.4–0.7, but with higher variance). Finally, the number
of neurons in last fully-connected layer was set quite diverse, from the lowest 64 neurons to the highest
2048, with the later being the most frequent choice.
When compared to manually set parameters (see Table 2), we can see that the learning rates
and the probabilities of the regular dropout layer are quite similar. Although being pretty much
the same on average (1241 neurons), the optimal number of neurons turned out to be very diverse,
as opposed to manually fixed value of 1024. The most different, however, are the optimizer types
(adam as opposed to fixed RMSprop) and the dropout probabilities of the spatial two-dimensional
dropout layer, which were manually fixed to the same value as the regular dropout layer (0.5), but it
turned out that the optimal value should be lower (0.1–0.4).
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Table 8. Obtained hyper-parameters per fold using the CNN-TL-DE method.
Fold Learning Rate Optimizer Type Spatial Dropout2D Prob. Num. of Neurons Dropout Prob.
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0.0001
0.00005
0.00001
0.00005
0.0001
0.005
0.00001
0.00005
0.0001
0.00005

adam
adam
rmsprop
adam
adam
sgd
adam
adam
adam
adam

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.2

2048
512
64
2048
1024
2048
2048
2048
64
512

0.6
0.4
0.1
0.9
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.2
0.4
0.7

6.4. Explaining the Classification Model
Finally, we inspected how the classification model produced by the proposed CNN-TL-DE method
performs classification on specific images from the interpretability point of view. For this purpose,
we used two surrogate models techniques, LIME and SHAP, to explain the deep neural network model
and to gain useful insights on how the model perceives individual images and their various features.
Using interpretive representations of a trained model also increases the trust in the predictive model.
Figures 7–10 present some images with their corresponding interpretable representations
generated with the LIME technique. Green colored pixel groups (super-pixels) indicate identified
regions with a positive impact towards a particular sports discipline, while the red pixel groups
indicate the regions with a negative impact towards this same discipline. In other words, the green
regions represent the decisive features, because of which an image has been classified to a specific sport.

Figure 7. Examples of how LIME explained classifying images as American football. We can see that
the equipment, such as helmets, visors, and shoulder pads, of athletes is decisive for classification.
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Figure 8. Examples of how LIME explained classifying images as field hockey. The hockey sticks are
decisive for classification, while general features, such as faces and hair, do not contribute.

Figure 9. Examples of how LIME explained classifying images as rugby. Here, the packed formation
of athletes and the rugby ball are decisive for classification; again, general features of athletes do not
contribute to classification.
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Figure 10. Examples of how LIME explained classifying images as soccer. Here, the shape of the soccer
ball or specialties of the soccer shoes are decisive for classification.

Similarly, Figure 11 shows some images with their interpretable representations generated with
the SHAP method. SHAP provides a separate interpretation for each class, where red pixels indicate
parts of image with a positive impact towards specific class, while blue pixels indicate parts with a
negative impact. It can be easily seen how the hockey stick, for example, is decisive for classifying an
image as field hockey, or the soccer ball for soccer.
American
football

Field
hockey

Rugby

Soccer

Figure 11. Examples of SHAP explanations: red pixels indicate parts of image with a positive impact
towards specific sport, while blue pixels indicate parts with a negative impact. In the top row, we can
see how the packed formation of athletes contributed towards recognizing rugby. In the middle row,
the soccer ball was decisive. In the bottom row, the hockey stick was the most informative feature for
identifying field hockey.
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7. Conclusions
In this paper, we present a CNN-TL-DE method for image classification using the fine-tuning
of transfer learning for training an adapted VGG19 CNN model with the use of HPO based on
DE. The method addresses the problem of automatic classification of images of very similar sports
disciplines. In order for the method to be able to train an accurate classification model efficiently on a
rather small image dataset, the essential hyper-parameters, which influence the training process and
the resulting model, were optimized with the utilization of DE.
The presented method was evaluated against two other methods, one where the model is trained
in a conventional way (from scratch), and the other where the model is trained using the transfer
learning approach with convolutional layers of the neural network pre-trained on ImageNet dataset.
All the hyper-parameters in this case were handpicked based on general recommendations and our
previous experiences. As the target, we selected the task of classifying images, representing four
similar sports, into their respective disciplines. The results obtained from the conducted experiments
show that our proposed CNN-TL-DE method outperformed the compared methods in all predictive
performance metrics by quite a margin. On the other hand, the proposed method is significantly more
time-consuming.
In conclusion, the main contribution and purpose of the proposed method is to provide a robust
and automatic approach to HPO, which then significantly improves the classification performance.
With the use of DE for performing HPO, the accuracy results on unseen images improved by
32.68% with regard to baseline CNN without HPO and by 5.59% with regard to manually optimized
hyper-parameters, which requires a deep understanding of CNNs; similar improvements were shown
for all other classification performance metrics. The proposed method, thus, allows one to achieve
very good classification results in a quite automatic manner—at the expense of training time.
In the future, we would like to research on how to improve the time-complexity of the proposed
method without compromising its predictive performance. For this purpose, we are currently
investigating the utilization of some other promising optimization algorithms, such as Grey Wolf
Optimizer, to see whether they could bring any improvement. Additionally, we would like to evaluate
the proposed method on other image datasets.
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